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For I am Convinced ....................................................... Gavin W. Horning (b. 1995)

1 Corinthians 13:4-5 ...................................................... Gavin W. Horning (b. 1995)

All for Now ................................................................. Gavin W. Horning (b. 1995)

Fast Car ................................................................. Tracy Chapman (b. 1964)

Erin McCarty and Tyler Apple

Angelina ................................................................. The Other Favorites

Alden Walker and Peyton Rohrbaugh

Black or White ........................................................... Michael Jackson (1958-2009)

Alden Walker, Peyton Rohrbaugh, and Tyler Apple

Take the A Train ........................................................ Duke Ellington (1899-1974)

Derek Shockley and Gavin W. Horning

The Dream ............................................................... Peyton Rohrbaugh (b. 2003)

Peyton Rohrbaugh, Alden Walker, Derek Shockley and Gavin W. Horning